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Equations are derived which describe three-plasmon induced scattering and transverse-wave 
decay in a plasma. Transformation of intense transverse waves into longitudinal plasma 
waves with nonrelativistic or relativistic phase velocities is considered. The transformation 
of the spectrum of transverse waves traveling through a turbulent plasma is discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION mal plasma particles. The induced processes 

I corresponding to a three-plasmon interaction re-
N a plasma, which is a system of weakly inter- sult in the general case in effects that are cubic in 

acting particles, nonlinear wave-interaction effects the wave number, ~ N3• However, in the case when 
can be considered by means of perturbation theory. the plasma particles do not acquire any momen
Recent~ different approaches were used in several tum, the resultant effect is proportional to N2. 

papers 1- 3] to consider the interaction between Indeed, for example, for the radiation of a longi-
various types of noise (waves with random phases), tudinal wave following collision of two transverse 
with analysis of nonlinear effects that are quadratic waves, the induced emission increases Nl by an 
in the number of waves N. Attention was called to amount proportional to (NZ + 1)NtNt, but absorption 
the important role of decay processes and wave- results in a decrease by Nl NtNt. The net effect is 
coalescence processes; it was noted in particular[4J proportional to NtNt. It is therefore necessary to 
that decay processes can constitute one of the distinguish between three-plasmon decay proces-
dissipation mechanisms of collision-free shock ses, described by conservation laws 1l 
waves[5J. 

The method proposed in [6] for the analysis of 
nonlinear effects is based on the fact that the wave 
transformation processes in a plasma, which is a 
system of weakly interacting particles, can be con
sidered by using the quantum-electrodynamics dia
gram technique (see also [ 7]). The nonlinear effects 
which are produced when the number of waves N is 
large are determined by induced processes, where
in the external "photon" line of the emitted quan
tum corresponds to a factor N + 1, while that of the 
absorbed quantum corresponds to N. In the present 
paper we investigate transverse and longitudinal 
wave interactions that can be described by diagrams 
with three external photon lines. We shall consider 
the case when the frequencies of the transverse 
waves exceed greatly the frequencies of the longi
tudinal waves and the plasma is isotropic. 

We know that the need for considering three
plasmon processes is connected with the fact that 
two-plasmon effects are possible for transverse 
high-frequency waves in the direct neighborhood of 
the optical band only in the presence of a sufficiently 

(1.1) 

and contributing only to nonlinear effects propor
tional to N2, and three-plasmon induced-scattering 
processes, described by conservation laws 

(1.2) 

and contributing to the N3 terms. The connection 
between the probabilities of these processes will be 
established later on. 

The induced scattering processes (1.2) can oc
cur also for thermal plasma particles, if the fre
quency condition for the decay is satisfied approxi
mately so that the velocity v corresponding to (1.2) 
is of the same order as or smaller than the aver
aged thermal velocity of the plasma particles. The 
essential difference between ( 1.2) and ( 1.1) lies in 
the possibility of inexact satisfaction of the decay 
conditions. The first to consider the decay process 
( 1.1) for optical waves was Kompaneets [!OJ, but he 
did not consider induced decays. 

Unlike Akhiezer et al. [ 1!], we shall derive self-

large number of superthermal particles which, --,-l""")T_h_e_m_o_m_e_nta and the frequencies of the transverse waves 

generally speaking, have relativistic velocities[a,sJ. will henceforth be denoted by k2 , w., k•., w'2 ; those of the Ion-
Three-plasmon processes are possible'for ther- gitudinal waves by k,, w,; w2 ~ [k2 [, w'2 ~ lk'2 [. 
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consistent equations for the decay processes. We 
consider not the coalescence of two waves into a 
transverse one that causes spontaneous radiation 
of the turbulent plasma at frequencies ~ 2 w0 [ ttJ, 
but the interaction between the plasma and radia
tion at high frequencies w » w 0• In addition, a con
nection is established between the decays and the 
three-plasmon scattering. In contrast to the wide
spread opinion that for wave decay to be possible 
it is necessary to satisfy the synchronization con
ditions ( 1.11) rigorously, we show below that if the 
decay conditions are not rigorously satisfied three
plasmon induced scattering can lead to effects of 
the same order as decays. 

For transverse waves of high frequencies w2 

and w~ » w 1, we confine ourselves to processes in 
which two external photon lines are transverse and 
the third longitudinal. Only such processes, to
gether with the case when all three photon lines 
are transverse, can satisfy the conservation laws 
(1.1) and (1.2). 

2. EQUATIONS OF THREE-PLASMON WAVE IN
TERACTION PROCESSES 

1. To obtain the equations of three-plasmon in
teractions we make use of a diagram technique, in
troducing for the three-plasmon induced scattering 
process (Fig. 1a) and the decay process (Fig. lb) 
the respective probabilities w (k1, k2, k~) and 
w (k1, k2, k~), which describe the absorption of 
transverse waves with momentum k2 = {k2, w2 }, 

k~ = {k~. wn and the emission of a longitudinal 
wave with momentum k 1 = {k1, w1 }. The sought 
equation describes all the possible transitions, 
including processes in which the absorption is re
placed by emission either for k2 or for k2, or else 
for k2 and k2, and the processes inverse to these. 
In the limit of small momentum transfers ~k « p, 
the probabilities of these processes are obtained 
from those written out above by making the follow
ing substitutions of momenta: either k2 - -k2, or 
k2- -k2, or else k2 - -k2 and k2- -k2. 

We write out the resultant equations for the 
waves 2> 

8Nk,1 
_ ~ ~ ('dk: dk 1 d N zN tNt Itt k 1 1 at - "'-l "'-l J 2 2 p a k, k 2 k,'Wpa ( k1, 8 2, 8 k2 ) 

a e:,e'=±l 

at 
X (kl- ek2- B1k2 1

) a Pa + ~ ~ dk2 dk2 1 

Pa E,E'=±l 

x(Nk,1N~,-- e1Nk/N~.- eNk,1N~,-)w~!(k1 , ek2,e1 k2 ');(2.1) 

2)0nly three-plasmon scattering, described by a diffusion 
equation of the type given in [•], influences the kinetics of the 
particles. 

' ) 

I 

a b 

FIG. 1 

xw111 (kit ek2, e'k2 1
),- ~ ~ dp"' (k1 - ek2- e'k2') 

a 

(2.2) 

and an analogous equation for N~,, obtained from 
2 

(2.2) by replacing k2 with k2. The energy conserva-
tion law derived from (2.1) and (2.2) neglecting 
three-plasmon scattering, i.e., for the decay proc
esses only, is of the form 

.!___ [\' uh1Nk,1 dk:1 + 'i.w21Nk,1 dk2 \' oo/N~,- dk2' J = o 
dt ~ (2n)3 .) (2n)3 + ~ (2n)3 • 

(2.3) 
The equations written in the form (2.6)-(2.8) are 
convenient for the case of interaction of two trans
verse waves with essentially different frequencies. 
To investigate nonlinear effects in one wave, it is 
more convenient to use equations written out for the 
total distribution function of the transverse waves, 
Nk2 + N~2' which can be readily obtained from (2.1) 

and (2.2). 
2. Let us find the probability of three plasmon 

scattering. Following the previously employed 
calculation procedure [ 12], we indicate only the 
diagrams of Fig. 2, which describe the correspond
ing processes 3>. The diagram technique of[ 12J en
ables us to write down with the aid of the diagrams 
of Fig. 2 the Fourier component of the charge den
sity [or A(k, k', k") in (2.4) ]: 

p (k) = ~ A(k, k', k") E 11 ( lc') E2t (k") dk' dk"b ( (k + k' + k") v 

- w - oo' - w"), (2.4) 

which determines the intensity Ql of the longitudinal 

3 )The interference of these diagrams with the simplest dia
gram of Cerenkov radiation corresponds to corrections to the 
Cerenkov radiation [12], whereas the squares of the amplitudes 
of the diagrams of Fig. 2 describe three-plasmon scattering. 
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FIG. 2 

waves generated when a trial charge with velocity 
v interacts with two transverse waves Et(k1) and 
E~(k2): 

Leaving out cumbersome derivations, we present 
the result of the calculation carried in the approxi
mation of interest to us lw 21, lw21 » w1 ~ Wo; 
w2-wf-wo«w2: 

(2.6) 

In a non-isothermal plasma scattering can be 
accompanied by transformation of two transverse 
waves into plasma sound. The contribution of the 
plasma ions top is in this case insignificant. The 
result of the calculation, in the approximation 

I l•lz - l•lz1 
- l•l,l ~I wzl ; 

takes the form 

X [ f} I? t ( I k I) )' -I 
--, (t)2 -g (t)z' 2 r 
O(•lz 

(2.7) 

where 

3. We now find the probability of the decay 
processes corresponding to coherent emission in
duced by two transverse waves, of longitudinal 
waves by plasma electrons. Let ri be the coordin-

ate of some trial electron inside a unit volume oc
cupied by the plasma 4 l. For the i -th charge, pi (k) 
has the form (2.4) with a factor exp {i (k + k 1 

+ k") · rd preceding A (k, k', k"). The total of 
radiation is determined by the quantity 

1 p(k) [2 = "L pi(k)p/(k), 

with the sum taken over all the electrons inside 
the unit volume. The result is a factor 
~ exp{i (k + k' + k") · (ri- rj) }. The terms with 
i = j yield incoherent radiation, the intensity of 
which is equal to the sum of the intensities of 
radiation of the individual charges, whereas the 
terms with i ""j correspond to coherent radiation, 
which is noticeable only if k + k' + k" = 0. Thus, 
coherent radiation differs from incoherent radia
tion by a factor (27r)~6(k + k' + k"), where n-num
ber of particles per unit volume. From this we 
obtain, for example, for the probability of the de
cay of transverse waves into longitudinal waves 

(2.8) 

By the same token we have established a connec
tion between the decay probabilities and the three
plasmon scattering. 

4. Attention is called to the structure of the 
nonlinear current produced in the plasma under the 
influence of two transverse waves. In the approxi
mation k,\ VTe « W,\ (,\ = 1, 2, 21 ) we have 

e2w 2k 
j 1. (kt)=- 0 1 

1 \ dk2dkz1 (E1 (k2)E 1 (kz')) 
non 1n 8:rmeultWzWz • 

(2.9) 

From (2. 9) we see that the current j (k1) is directed 
along k 1 and cannot excite transverse waves. One 
might think that excitation of transverse waves 
could occur in the next higher order in v~e/v~h' 

4 )Inasmuch as we are interested in the radiation of an as
sembly of electrons, we cannot assume that r; = 0. 
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i.e., it would be v~e times smaller when 
Vph = w/k ~ 1. However, the conservation laws for 
the process ttt, like for the process lll, are not 
satisfied in the plasma by virtue of the dispersive 
properties of the waves. On the other hand, the 
llt process is impossible only in the limit w2 » w0 

considered here. 

3. ANALYSIS OF LIMITING CASES AND SOME 
NUMERICAL ESTIMATES 

1. For decay processes, the equations become 
much simpler if lk11 « lk21 and lk21· For trans
verse waves which are close to the optical band, 
this condition is not stringent and yields vl h 
= w0/k1 » w 0/w 2 ~ 10-4-10-3 for a plasma P 
density~ 1013 cm-3. Equations (2.6), which des
cribe the generation of longitudinal waves in the 
presence of two transverse waves, take the form 

8N11.,1 e2wok12 i 1 t t ~ (k1k2 ) ---at = 2:rtm.2 ) k2 2 N k, N k,-k, dkz k; - w0 (k1 

(3.1) 

If Nt can be assumed as specified, then the solution 
of (3.1) can have the form 

Nk/ (t) = N11./ (0) exp (rk,1t) + N~~oJ [exp (rk,1t) -1], (3.2) 

"Z(o) = _!__ e2w0k12 ~ N11.,1N~,-k, ... (k1k2 _ ) dk (3 .3) 
J v k, z 2 2 k 2 u k Wo 2. 

rk, :rtm. 2 2 

To estimate Nkol and y k we shall assume that 
t 1 1 

Nk corresponds to almost monochromatic radia-
tion in a narrow angle interval !lB. Under these 
conditions we have 

1 2::t 
Nt =-\ Nt dcp 

k,, X 2:rt j k,, X, Ql ' 
0 

(3.4) 

We note that for directed radiation dNt/dx > 0, 
with 

If 
[ < (Et)2> ]'/' ~ 1Q3 cgs esu; M ~ 1G-5; k1 I kz ~ 10-2; 

(n ~ 1014 cm-3) we have yZ ~ 3 x 107 sec-1. We note 
that the effect increases with increasing wavelength. 

Depending on the angle between the momenta of 
the two transverse waves k2 and k2, either nonrela
tivistic plasma waves are generated, for which we 
can expect a noticeable absorption in the plasma, 
or plasma waves which have relativistic phase 
velocities. The latter can accelerate individual 
charged particles that are captured by the wave. 

2. Let us consider the passage of relatively 
weak transverse waves through a turbulent plasma, 
in which there is a sufficiently high level of sta
tionary longitudinal waves. Two cases are possible 
here, either w0 « !lw (!lw-width of the spectrum 
of the transverse waves), or w0 » !lw. In the 
former case the deformation of the spectrum on 
passing through the turbulent plasma will be 
the result of the large number of decay and coal
escence events, in each of which the energy is 
acquired or lost by the transverse waves in small 
batches. This intuitive picture agrees also with the 
structure of the equations obtained from (2.2). 
Discarding the terms NtNt, we obtain the diffusion 
equation 

(3.7) 

From (4.6) follows the conservation of the number 
of quanta of transverse waves, JNk2 dk2 = const. 

Under these conditions, the average energy of 
the waves per unit volume ~ Jlk21 N~2 dk2 is con

served only if the quanta have an isotropic distri
bution. In the case when NJ1 increases with in-

creasing angle (k1k2), the energy of the transverse 
waves decreases, and vice versa. The order of 
magnitude of the spectrum deformation is charac
terized by the expression 

(3.8) 

where 

If 

t ~ 10-8 sec 

we have !lw 2/w 2 ~ 10-4, i.e., a sufficiently large 
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quantity. Such a change in the spectrum can be 
used, in principle, for plasma-noise diagnostics. 
We note the analogy between (3.6) and (3. 7) which 
describe induced decays, and the quasilinear 
equations for plasma particles E13J, which describe 
induced Cerenkov radiation [!4]. 

3. We now consider effects arising when two 
relatively weak transverse waves pass through a 
turbulent plasma, with .6.w « w 0 for each of the 
beams, and with the difference between the aver
age frequencies of the transverse waves being 
approximately equal to w 0• In this case the decay 
and coalescence effects lead only to a redistribution 
of intensities among the two beams of transverse 
waves. Neglecting terms quadratic in Nt and as
suming that w 2 is the smaller of the frequencies, 
i.e., w2 = w2 - w 0 and k2 = k2 - k1, we obtain for 
w 0/k1 « 1 

is the result of the fact that during the initial in
stants of time the changes are small compared with 
the large initial values of Nt, then the subsequent 
change is determined, on the one hand, by expres
sion (3.10), which is obtained when Nl is large, and 
on the other hand, by nonlinear effects of energy 
transfer from one beam to the other, determined 
by the terms in (2.2) proportional to NtNt. When 
w 0/k1 « 1 and ktfk2 « 1 we have for the latter 
process 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

The change in the total number of quanta is equal 
to zero: 

(' I ~ I , 
J Nk, dk2 + ~ Nk,' dk2 = const, 

The value of Nkt is increased by the interaction of d th . t "t f th f h" h f 
. . 2 . t an e m ens1 y o e wave o 1g er requency 

the long1tudmal waves w1th Nk', and decreased by d·ecreases and the quanta are transformed into 

the interaction with Nk and Nl . If N~ and Nk' waves of lower frequency. The total energy of the 
2 k1 2 2 transverse waves then decreases. The character-

have approximately the same intensity, both 
Nt and Nt, attenuate. The reciprocal of the char-

2 2 
acteristic number of this process y t is of the 
order of 

(3.10) 

where ;\-0 = c/w 0. Thus, when 

Vph ~ 10-2· 
c ' 

[ <(E1) 2) ]'/, ~ 102 cgs esu, T-o ~ 10 em 

we have yt ~ 106 sec-1, 1.e., a sufficiently large 
quantity. 

In the case when one of the beams of the trans
verse waves has an intensity much higher than the 
other, the lower-intensity beam increases in en
ergy, with an increment of the order of (3.10), 
while the higher-intensity beam attenuates. This 
continues until the intensities of the beams become 
equal, after which both beams attenuate. 

4. In Sec. 1 we considered the generation of 
longitudinal waves by transverse ones whose inten
sity is specified (for example, maintained from the 
outside). On the other hand, if the constancy of Nt 

istic reciprocal energy-transfer time is 

yt ~ ~ (~)2 (~) };.t2~ j_(Et)2)' (3.13) 
C•Jo 8 k2 fiw2 / mc2 mc2 

which differs from yZ by a factor~ (.6.8) 2w2/.6.w 2. 

In the case of one smeared-out beam of trans
verse waves, such that .6.w » w 0, the transfer from 
the higher frequencies to the lower ones of the type 
(3.11) decreases by a factor w 0/.6.w. This is con
nected with the fact that, besides the transitions 
from the higher frequencies to the lower ones, 
transitions from lower to the higher frequencies 
are also allowed and only the difference in energy 
is subject to transfer. 

5. In conclusion let us discuss briefly the effects 
of three-plasmon induced scattering. If w 2, 

w2 » w 0 and w2 ~ w2, then we obtain from (2.6) and 
(2 .1) an equation that describes the changes of, say, 
NZ: 

(3.14) 

In (3.14) fp is the Maxwellian distribution function. 
If 

I Wz - cuz' - Wo I ::(; I k2 - kz' - k I L're, 
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then yf is of the order of 

vi 1 e2 ((Et)2) <(Et)2) 
-- ~ --- ](2 -----'-:;,------'-----'-----,-

O)o 16 mc2 1 mc2 nmvTe2 • 
(3.15) 

It must be emphasized that the increments of 
the three-plasmon induced scattering can be quite 
appreciable and sometimes comparable with the 
values of the decay increments yZ. It is easy to 
compare, finally, the obtained increments with the 
characteristic time of nonlinear interaction be
tween the longitudinal waves themselves and their 
transformation into transverse waves [ 9, 15 • 16 J. 
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